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Ansaldo Sts is again under turbulence. The fight between Elliott funds and the majority 
shareholder, Hitachi, is growing while the fundamentals of the former Finmeccanica 
company are deteriorating and high-level managers are leaving. The American investor, 
which detains more than 30% of Sts, denounced to the Board of Statutory Auditors facts 
considered “censorable” on the basis of article 2408 of the civil code. The railway signaling 
company has communicated this. Elliott stimulated a “verification on some aspects of 
corporate governance”, in particular on the independence of Alberto De Benedictis, on the 
constitution of the “bid committee” for tenders worth between 150 and 350 million euro, on 
the termination of the contract of the Cfo, responsible also for the preparation of accounting 
documents, and on the termination of the contract with Kpmg. The Board of Statutory 
Auditors, chaired by Giacinto Sarubbi, already in July expressed doubts on the 
independence of De Benedictis, elected in the Board of Directors by Hitachi, because of its 
former position as Finmeccanica’s manager until 2015. Should it be proved that De 
Benedictis is not “independent”, all resolutions approved by the committees risk to be 
voided, as he is part of all BoD’s committees together with other two directors expressed by 
Hitachi. One of the three directors elected in Elliott’s slate has filed another denunciation, 
which shows the level of criticality in the relationships between related parties, at the Public 
Prosecutor’s office. Hitachi did not reply but, however, Sts’s press release highlights that 
Elliott lost the last battles in the legal war against Hitachi and did not file any appeal against 
Genoa’s tribunal ruling, which denied the request of suspension of the new Board of 
Directors. HitachiSts considers Elliott’s moves a retaliation after the defeats collected in 
courts. In the meantime, several managers are leaving Sts. The Cfo, Carassai, will leave the 
company with 1,2 million gross of severance pay, an amount equal to 5 years’ worth of 
salary, an astronomical amount for simple resignations. The head of research, Arturo 
Amendola left for Fs [Italian state-owned railway company], with just below 800 thousand 
euro of severance pay. Also the head of security, Giovanni Rapiti, presented his 
resignations. The Ceo of Ansaldo Sts Usa, Marco Fumagalli, criticized the weakness of the 
company’s fundamentals and of the margins on the contracts under the new Hitachi lead: 
he has been fired with the minimum allowed by the contract, less than a year worth of salary. 


